
Long Range Cruising Redefined



T H E  PAST  I N S P I R E S  T H E  F U T U R E

Grand Banks continues its bold foray into the future of long-range cruising with the release of the Grand 
Banks 54. This beautifully designed luxury cruising yacht is available with galley-up or galley-down layouts to 
suit your individual preference. The GB 54’s design and engineering represents more than 60 years of building 
long-distance cruising boats. Like the highly acclaimed GB60, the 54 uses the latest methods of fully infused 
carbon fiber in the deck and superstructure for added strength and reduced weight, and 100-percent vinylester 
resin throughout the build. The GB54 is expected to be able to cruise for 1,000 miles at 10 knots, while a fast 
cruise is estimated at 27 knots at 70-percent load. Top speed is projected at 32 knots. The lower center-of-
gravity construction methods and efficient hull design ensure comfort in all seas.



REFINED INTERIOR DESIGN 
Tradition and contemporary styling are married to stunning effect. We bring our decades of experience 
to the layout of the 54 to offer distinct spaces to socialize, live, and cruise. Opposing settees create a 
unique "living room" feel, while the large L-shaped settee is ideal for family meals. The double helm seat 
has superb lines of sight and easy access to the decks with a side opening door. Extra attention is paid to 
create an abundance of stowage to accommodate long-range cruising.



LEGENDARY CRAFTSMANSHIP
The Grand Banks 54 warms the heart with gorgeous teak joinery bathed in glorious natural light. Side and 
rear power-opening windows flood the interior with fresh breezes and sunlight, highlighting the sustainably 
grown tight-grain teak and tasteful natural materials. Classical furnishings and materials blend with 
modern upgrades to the galley and heads in a space that is ergonomic, highly usable, and truly spacious. 
Various configurations are available.



SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH OVERALL 59'5" (18.1 M)

LENGTH ON DECK 53'10" (16.4 M)

BEAM 17'6" (5.34 M)

DRAFT WITH IPS 3'1" (.95 M)

DRAFT SHAFTS 4'0" (1.22 M)

DISPLACEMENT 51,800 LBS (23,500 KGS)

FUEL 898 GAL (3,400 L)

WATER 264 GAL (1,000 L)

HOLDING TANK 79 GAL (300 L)

STANDARD ENGINES 2/725-HP VOLVO D11  
W/SHAFTS

OPTIONAL  ENGINES 2/725-HP VOLVO IPS950S

GRAND BANKS 54
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LAYOUTS
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LOWER GALLEY

UPPER GALLEY
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* Note: All specifications within are subject to change without notice. Please contact our yacht consultants for the latest information.


